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Braille Solutions 
The following products are featured in the 2022 APH Annual Meeting  
Product Showcase. For related products, please visit our shopping site  
and check out our catalogs. 

Braille Literacy 
Reading and writing are the foundations of a successful education and  
lifelong learning. Finding the right tools for each student’s needs is  
important – that’s why we’ve put together a list of some of our most  
popular braille literacy products and resources below and in our  
Building Your Braille Literacy Toolkit blog. 

Chameleon™ 20 

Developed specifically for education, with students in mind, the  
Chameleon 20’s 20-cell refreshable braille display and Perkins-style  
keyboard provides a comfortable reading and writing experience. Use  
as a stand-alone notetaker, or as a braille display to edit assignments  
on the computer. 2.0 Software Update includes text-to-speech (TTS) in  
English and Spanish! 

Mantis™ Q40 

No longer choose between a keyboard or a braille display! The Mantis  
Q40 has a refreshable braille display of 40-cells below its full QWERTY  
keyboard, providing the convenience of a keyboard with the precision  
of braille. Connect to other devices via USB or Bluetooth, or use the  
Mantis by itself to read books, edit and manage files, check the date  
and time, and make basic mathematical calculations. 

View our Refreshable Braille Comparison Chart to find out which  
refreshable braille display is right for you. 

https://www.aph.org/shop/
https://www.aph.org/aph-catalogs/
https://www.aph.org/building-your-braille-literacy-toolkit/
https://www.aph.org/product/chameleon-20/?utm_source=Conference+Handout&utm_medium=Brochure&utm_campaign=2022_Conferences
https://www.aph.org/product/mantis-q40/?utm_source=Conference+Handout&utm_medium=Brochure&utm_campaign=2022_Conferences
https://www.aph.org/product/mantis-q40/?utm_source=Conference+Handout&utm_medium=Brochure&utm_campaign=2022_Conferences
https://aph.nyc3.digitaloceanspaces.com/app/uploads/2020/09/08095626/APH-Refreshable-Braille-Comparison.pdf
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Braille Solutions 
BrailleBlaster™ 
A free transcription software program developed by APH that allows  
anyone to produce every day braille documents for themselves, their  
students, or other people they care about. Download BrailleBlaster for  
free today! 

PageBlaster™ 
APH and HumanWare have partnered to produce a portable and  
powerful braille embosser with a tractor-fed design that provides  
smooth paper handling and produces double-sided interpoint braille.  
Use PageBlaster to emboss PRN files from APH’s Tactile Graphics Image  
Library (TGIL) or create your own using the included Firebird tactile  
graphics software. 

PixBlaster™ 
The PixBlaster combines tactile graphics with braille text. This  
embosser allows users to easily produce double-sided interpoint  
braille with smooth, rounded dots for improved readability along with  
industry-leading, high-quality tactile graphics with seven variable dot  
heights for color representation. Connect to Wi-Fi to translate and  
emboss documents on the fly from your computer or mobile device  
using the included PIXie box. 

Not sure which embosser is right for you or your students? View our  
Embosser Comparison Chart to learn more. 

Fun with Braille (Braille and Print Editions) 
Fun with Braille is a book of entertaining activities designed to provide  
additional practice for readers who are already familiar with braille  
contractions. A list of contractions and the activities in which they  
appear, and an answer key are included. The print edition contains  
selected activities in simulated braille so print users who are learning  
braille can practice their skills, too. 

https://www.aph.org/product/brailleblaster/#utm_source=Conference+Handout&utm_medium=Brochure&utm_campaign=2022_Conferences
https://www.aph.org/product/pageblaster/?utm_source=Conference+Handout&utm_medium=Brochure&utm_campaign=2022_Conferences
https://www.aph.org/product/pixblaster/?utm_source=Conference+Handout&utm_medium=Brochure&utm_campaign=2022_Conferences
https://aph.nyc3.digitaloceanspaces.com/app/uploads/2021/12/15173028/PageBlaster-and-PixBlaster-Comparison-Chart-2022.pdf
https://www.aph.org/product/fun-with-braille-braille-edition-copy/
https://www.aph.org/product/fun-with-braille-print-edition/
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Braille Solutions

Lots of Dots: Learning My ABCs – Now in UEB!

This beloved APH classic now offers a Parent/Teacher Enrichment Guide 
in UEB! Have fun learning your ABC’s with this raised-line coloring book 
that facilitates braille character recognition.

Early Braille Trade Books: Rigby Nonfiction Kits 4 & 5 – New

APH’s Early Braille Trade Books combine commercially available books 
with braille labels for beginning readers. These kits include books, 
braille labels, and access to an interactive website. The Rigby series 
provides nonfiction books that are aligned with national standards 
and provide motivating texts that systematically build high-frequency 
words and reading skills.  Rigby Nonfiction Kit 4 and Kit 5 are offered in 
UEB contracted and uncontracted braille.

Dynamic Tactile Device (DTD) – Coming Soon

APH and HumanWare have partnered to develop what we consider 
the holy grail of Braille. Thanks to innovative new braille technology 
from DOT Inc, the DTD will be a single tablet device that provides both 
braille text and tactile graphics, all in one. This revolutionary dynamic 
braille device will put information at the fingertips of people who are 
blind or low vision more efficiently than ever before, skyrocketing 
braille literacy, efficiency, and accessibility at the same time. This 
tool will help to level the playing field for students, enabling them 
to receive braille instructional materials at the touch of a download 
button instead of waiting weeks or months for embossed braille 
textbooks to be transcribed and shipped. To receive the latest 
announcements regarding APH’s Dynamic Tactile Device, please sign up 
for our Mailing List.

https://www.aph.org/product/lots-of-dots-learning-my-abcs-ueb-modification/
https://www.aph.org/search-results/?fwp_search_term=rigby%20nonfiction%20kits&fwp_content_types=product
https://www.aph.org/search-results/?fwp_search_term=Rigby%20Nonfiction%20Kit%204&fwp_content_types=product
https://www.aph.org/search-results/?fwp_search_term=Rigby%20Nonfiction%20Kit%205&fwp_content_types=product
https://www.freelists.org/list/aph_dynamictactiledisplay_announce
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Braille Solutions 
Polly – Coming Soon 
Created in partnership with ThinkerBell Labs, Polly is an electronic Wi-
Fi enabled braille learning device that teaches reading, typing, writing,  
vocabulary, and spelling in both contracted and uncontracted braille.  
This device includes a Perkins-style keyboard, an electronic slate, a  
speaker for instruction and feedback, and an online teacher portal that  
allows remote access and progress monitoring for educators/parents.  
Stay in the loop about all things Polly, by joining our Wait List – be the  
first to know when Polly is available for purchase! 

https://www.aph.org/polly-wait-list/
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Tactile Literacy 
Animal Recipes 
The first in a series of products that help students understand the  
salient features of animals as they build a cow, sheep, horse, goat, pig,  
goose, and rooster. Intended for use with the LightBox, the components  
included in the Animal Recipes: Farm Set allow for a progressive “build”  
of each animal, developing a student’s understanding of images for both  
tactile and visual learners. 

Flip-Over Concept Books 
These books provide interactive, independent learning for young  
learners as they build basic concepts and develop early tactile skills.  
Turn the tactile and full-color panels to find adjacent panels that match,  
continue a line or pattern, complete a sequence, build an image, and  
so on. Flip-Over Concept Books utilize a special binding that allows  
teachers and parents to randomize the panels, if needed, within each  
stack to prevent the user from memorizing the exact location of a panel. 

The APH Flip-Over Concept Books include: LINE PATHS, TEXTURES, PARTS  
OF A WHOLE, FRACTIONS (Nemeth & UEB versions), and New! TELLING TIME  
(Nemeth & UEB versions). 

The Caterpillar – New 
Initially produced in 1993, The Caterpillar, an On the Way to Literacy  
(OTWL) series classic, now contains a completely rewritten text with  
exciting tactile illustrations containing textures and objects rather than  
the raised line drawings used in the original book. In addition, the new  
text has received colorful and enhanced visual illustrations, an updated  
illustrated cover, and a binding instead of a ring binder. This read-
aloud tactile storybook with large print/braille text (contracted UEB) is  
designed to assist young children in developing key literacy skills such  
as listening comprehension, phonological awareness, oral language, and  
object/shape recognition. A fun and engaging book that emphasizes  
inclusion and fun for everyone. 

https://www.aph.org/product/animal-recipes/?utm_source=Conference+Handout&utm_medium=Brochure&utm_campaign=2022_Conferences
https://www.aph.org/search-results/?fwp_search_term=flip%20over%20concepts&fwp_content_types=product
https://www.aph.org/product/flip-over-concept-books-parts-of-a-whole/
https://www.aph.org/product/flip-over-concept-book-fractions-nemeth/
https://www.aph.org/product/flip-over-concept-books-line-paths/
https://www.aph.org/product/flip-over-concept-books-textures/
https://www.aph.org/product/flip-over-concept-books-parts-of-a-whole/
https://www.aph.org/product/flip-over-concept-book-fractions-ueb/
https://www.aph.org/product/flip-over-concept-books-telling-time-ueb/
https://www.aph.org/product/on-the-way-to-literacy-the-caterpillar-2/
https://www.aph.org/product/flip-over-concept-books-telling-time-nemeth-kit/
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 Tactile Literacy 
How to Recognize a Monster – New 
Learn how to recognize a monster by discovering its funny and  
bizarre body! Each illustration features a part of a monster’s body.  
A sequential discovery then takes place for all readers, sighted and  
blind. The complete representation of the monster will be found at  
the end of the story. 

Tactile Theme Pack: In My Yard – New 
Create tactile books about a child’s discoveries of various plants,  
animals, and insects living in their backyard or local park using the  
tactile items and textures provided in Tactile Theme Pack: In My Yard. 
The items in this pack can also be used “right out of the box” for  
early learning activities fostering development of concepts, tactual  
discrimination, and exploratory skills. 

SENSEable Strips – Coming Soon 
A wide assortment of adhesive-backed tactile strips with a plethora  
of uses, including creating, adapting, or embellishing graphs,  
geographical maps, orientation and mobility maps, geometrical  
shapes, science diagrams, tactile art, and much more! The four main  
types of strips are: LINE PATH, SHAPE, TEXTURE, and BORDER. 

https://www.aph.org/product/how-to-recognize-a-monster/
https://www.aph.org/product/tactile-theme-pack-in-my-yard/
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  Magnify Your World 
Magnification, high contrast, and adjustable lighting are the keys to  
success in education and daily living for students who are low vision.  
Turn your worldview from blurry to clear with this list of popular  
products for low vision accessibility in our Building Your Low Vision 
Toolkit blog

 
, and check out the magnifiers below. 

JAWS and ZoomText Annual Student Licenses 

JAWS 
Users who are blind or low vision can easily navigate, read and write  
documents, and create presentations from their school PC or from  
home. JAWS provides speech and braille output for the most popular  
computer applications.  

ZoomText 
Users with low vision can enlarge and enhance everything on their  
computer screen. ZoomText also echoes your typing and essential  
program activity and automatically reads documents, web pages, and  
email.  

Juno 

A great magnifying solution for use during work and recreational  
activities. Juno can capture and process multiple pages of printed text  
using Optical Character Recognition (OCR), giving users the option  
to read the document themselves on the 7-inch LCD touchscreen or  
have the text spoken aloud using text-to-speech (TTS). Plus, Juno’s  
180-degree rotating barrel camera supports four camera modes (self-
view, reading-view, distance-view, and writing/hobby-view), enabling  
users to complete grooming tasks, view documents, read a bulletin  
board, fill out a form, sew, and much more! 

https://www.aph.org/building-your-low-vision-toolkit/
https://www.aph.org/building-your-low-vision-toolkit/
https://www.aph.org/product/jaws-annual-student-license/
https://www.aph.org/product/zoomtext-annual-student-license/
https://www.aph.org/product/juno/?utm_source=Conference+Handout&utm_medium=Brochure&utm_campaign=2022_Conferences
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  Magnify Your World 
Jupiter Portable Magnifier™ 
The Jupiter Portable Magnifier is a sleek and compact desktop video  
magnifier that helps users of all ages with low vision see the world  
in high definition. Whether it’s in the classroom, workplace, or at  
home, this powerful magnifier allows you to continue those activities  
that bring joy to everyday life, while exploring new opportunities  
for lifelong education. Use Jupiter’s three camera modes (reading,  
distance-view, and self-view) to read a book, medicine bottle label,  
view a presentation or instructor at the front of the classroom, and  
complete grooming activities. 

Video Mag HD™ 
The Video Mag HD is a durable handheld video magnifier with a 4.3-
inch LCD screen that provides crystal-clear, full-color images by  
magnifying whatever appears under its auto-focus HD camera with  
2x-13x. It is ideal for viewing labels, price tags, receipts, and more. 

MATT Connect™ 
The MATT Connect is a compact, all-in-one magnifier, distance  
viewer, and educational Android tablet. Customize your learning  
experience through your MATT Connect’s three interfaces: from  
simple magnification settings, to pre-loaded and feature-rich  
software options designed for learners of all ages and skill levels. This  
powerful device also allows students to magnify a print document,  
read a book from an online library, conduct internet research, and  
much more. 

Unsure which magnifier is best for you or your student? See our handy  
Magnifier Comparison Chart. 

https://www.aph.org/product/jupiter-portable-magnifier/?utm_source=Conference+Handout&utm_medium=Brochure&utm_campaign=2022_Conferences
https://www.aph.org/product/video-mag-hd/?utm_source=Conference+Handout&utm_medium=Brochure&utm_campaign=2022_Conferences
https://www.aph.org/product/matt-connect/
https://nyc3.digitaloceanspaces.com/aph/app/uploads/2021/05/12163514/Magnifier-Comparison-Chart.pdf
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Accessible STEM 
Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math – oh my! See the exciting  
products below, and learn more by reading these blogs: Building Your  
Science, Health, and Engineering Toolkit; Building Your Math Toolkit; 
and, APH’s Road to Code. 

Accessible Code & Go Robot Mouse 
The Accessible Code & Go Mouse provides a hands-on introduction to  
coding concepts and tactile graphics as as students program Colby  
the mouse to race through the maze toward the cheese. Students will  
learn problem-solving, critical thinking, if-then logic, O&M skills, route  
planning, and much more. 

CodeQuest™ (for iPad) 
Play CodeQuest and help your astronaut move across a grid-style game  
board to his spaceship, so that he can explore the galaxy. This FREE,  
interactive, and accessible app teaches coding, logic, and orientation  
skills to preschool-through-early-elementary players. In each of the  
game’s levels, players start at row 1, column 1, and must program a  
route for the astronaut to get back to his spaceship. Along the way,  
players also learn coding concepts such as problem-solving, planning,  
computational thinking, loops, and sequencing. 

Code Jumper™ 
Originally designed by Microsoft® and developed by APH, Code Jumper  
teaches computer coding and programming skills through a unique,  
physical system. Code Jumper technology takes block coding off the  
screen and puts it on the table in front of you, making it accessible and  
fun for the whole class. Brightly colored plastic pods with oversized  
buttons and knobs are connected by “jumper cables” (thick cords) to  
physically create computer code that can tell stories, music, and even  
crack jokes. 

https://www.aph.org/building-your-science-health-and-engineering-toolkit/
https://www.aph.org/building-your-science-health-and-engineering-toolkit/
https://www.aph.org/building-your-math-toolkit/
https://www.aph.org/aphs-road-to-code/
https://www.aph.org/product/accessible-code-and-go-mouse/?utm_source=Conference+Handout&utm_medium=Brochure&utm_campaign=2022_Conferences
https://www.aph.org/product/code-quest-for-ipad-only/?utm_source=Conference+Handout&utm_medium=Brochure&utm_campaign=2022_Conferences
https://www.aph.org/product/code-jumper/?utm_source=Conference+Handout&utm_medium=Brochure&utm_campaign=2022_Conferences
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 Accessible STEM 
Snapino® Access Kit 
Program your circuits with a mini computer using Snapino! Users can 
build circuits throughout 20 different projects by connecting the physical 
components on the breadboard and practice basic coding with the  
included Arduino board by plugging it into a computer and utilizing free 
software from the Arduino website. 

RC Snap Rover® Access Kit 
The RC Snap Rover Access Kit is an innovative tool that provides  
hands-on electronics education for students. Snap together colorful  
Snap Circuits® parts to build an RC Snap Rover that can zoom across  
any surface with the included wireless remote control. 

BRIC: Structures® Access Kit 
With the BRIC: Structures Access Kit, children of all ages can let  
their imagination run free as they construct 26 projects that run on  
electricity. Bric-2-snap technology combines the use of ordinary  
building bricks with Snap Circuits to create circuits and real-world  
structures. Build an understanding of construction and electronics,  
one brick at a time! 

Tactile Five and Ten Frames 
These graphic organizers help young students visualize sets of five  
and ten, thus helping to develop subitizing skills – the ability to  
instantly see “how many.” Tactile Five and Ten Frames is a great way  
to learn and understand that numbers are composed of tens and ones. 

Tactile Algebra Tiles 
These tiles are an accessible version of traditional algebra tiles.  
Tactile Algebra Tiles enables students who are low vision to work  
alongside sighted peers, and includes magnetic tiles that can be  
manipulated on a steel board. Various colors and tactile symbols help  
students differentiate between tiles. 

https://www.aph.org/product/snapino-access-kit/?utm_source=Conference+Handout&utm_medium=Brochure&utm_campaign=2022_Conferences
https://www.aph.org/product/rc-snap-rover-access-kit/?utm_source=Conference+Handout&utm_medium=Brochure&utm_campaign=2022_Conferences
https://www.aph.org/product/bric-structures-access-kit/?utm_source=Conference+Handout&utm_medium=Brochure&utm_campaign=2022_Conferences
https://www.aph.org/product/tactile-five-and-ten-frames/
https://www.aph.org/product/tactile-algebra-tiles/
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 Accessible STEM 
Place Value Setter 

The Place Value Setter is a fun, hands-on way for early elementary  
school students to learn about, and develop, a firm understanding of  
the basic math concept, place value. With its refreshable and concrete  
display, this product gives students and their teachers a prompt way to  
represent numbers using written digits. 

Number Line Device 
The number line device is a basic tool for teaching number concepts,  
number sequence, counting, addition, subtraction, multiplication,  
division, rounding, estimating whole numbers, common fractions, and  
decimals. 

Practice2Master Abacus – New 
This app helps make abacus learning an interactive experience by  
allowing users to take lessons, practice skills, and monitor their  
progress by completing quizzes and drills, all at their own pace. The  
Practice2Master Abacus app can be used as a supplement to classroom  
instructions in which teachers can assign practice tasks or drills to  
students. Download Practice2Master Abacus for free for a limited time  
from the App Store or Google Play Store! 

Graph Benders 
Create/plot graphs and diagrams/charts that are tactile, visual, and  
durable! Graph Benders’ flexible strips and point symbols (triangles,  
circles, squares) can be applied directly to paper and are an excellent  
way for students to demonstrate their mastery of math or science  
concepts. 

Math Symbol Reference Booklets 
These reference booklets consists of the Nemeth Code Reference Booklet  
and the UEB Companion Reference Booklet. Each booklet contains a list  

https://www.aph.org/product/place-value-setter/
https://www.aph.org/product/number-line-device/
https://www.aph.org/search-results/?fwp_search_term=practice2master%20abacus&fwp_content_types=product
https://www.aph.org/product/graph-benders/
https://www.aph.org/product/math-symbol-reference-booklets-large-print-version/
https://www.aph.org/product/math-symbol-reference-booklets-braille-version/
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 Accessible STEM 
of Nemeth or UEB math symbols, along with an explanation of what each  
symbol represents. The symbols are broken down into three levels of  
difficulty: beginner, intermediate, and advanced. 

Health Education Tactile Graphics – New 
The tactile graphics presented in this product correspond with the  
anatomical and physiological systems presented in Health Educations  
for Students With Visual Impairments: A Guidebook for Teachers. The  
Health Education Tactile Graphics collection includes the skeletal,  
muscular, nervous, circulatory, lymphatic, respiratory, digestive,  
excretory, endocrine, and reproductive systems. 

Submersible Audio Light Sensor (SALS) – New 
This device makes science activities more accessible than ever!  SALS  
has a plastic-covered glass tube with a rectangular box on one end.  
The tip of the glass tube detects light, and the box converts light to  
a tone and sends the signal to an app (compatible with iOS, Android,  
and MATT Connect). Changes in tone notify the user that a chemical  
reaction has taken place or can help them identify objects of different  
colors or shades of gray. 

https://www.aph.org/product/health-education-for-students-with-visual-impairments-a-guidebook-for-teachers-2/
https://www.aph.org/product/health-education-for-students-with-visual-impairments-a-guidebook-for-teachers-2/
https://www.aph.org/product/health-education-tactile-graphics/
https://www.aph.org/product/submersible-audio-light-sensor-sals/
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Arts and Crafts 
Art is for everyone! Students and adults who are blind or low vision  
should not be denied the enjoyment and firsthand experience of  
creating art. We have a plethora of accessible tools and materials  
available that accommodate open-ended self-expression. See the  
products below and read our Building Your Fine Arts Toolkit blog. 

Paint Pot Palette, New UEB Version 
The Paint Pot Palette encourages visual and tactile exploration in  
beginning artists. Included in the palette is a set of custom-made,  
whimsical drawings titled Color SENSEation. The pictures are printed  
and embossed on heavy paper; each picture is titled in print and braille.  
The embossed lines make it easy to trace the subjects with the fingers  
and then follow with a crayon or paint brush. 

https://www.aph.org/building-your-fine-arts-toolkit/
https://www.aph.org/product/paint-pot-palette-ueb/
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Arts and Crafts 
Paint by Number Safari Series 
Each product in the series includes a set of custom-made drawings of  
real-world subjects that are printed and embossed on heavy paper,  
making making it easier for beginning and intermediate artists to  
learn and improve their skills. Each image includes fun facts about a  
creature’s life, including size, diet, predators, and environment, along  
with a specific color code for that creature. These drawings can be  
colored in using colored pencils, crayons, or watercolor paints. The  
Paint-by-Number Safari Series includes: Tropical Rainforest, Under the 
Sea

 
, Backyard Creatures, Desert Creatures, and Endangered Species. 

https://www.aph.org/product/paint-by-number-safari-tropical-rainforest-ueb/
https://www.aph.org/product/paint-by-number-safari-under-the-sea-ueb/ 
https://www.aph.org/product/paint-by-number-safari-under-the-sea-ueb/ 
https://www.aph.org/product/paint-by-number-safari-backyard-creatures/
https://www.aph.org/product/paint-by-number-safari-desert-creatures/
https://www.aph.org/product/paint-by-number-safari-endangered-species/
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Music 
Want to support your student’s budding interest in music? We’ve got  
you covered! Get moving and grooving with this list of music products,  
resources, lessons, and activities from APH, and read our Building Your 
Music Toolkit blog

 
. 

Feel the Beat 

The lessons in this curriculum teach Music Braille Code, and focus on  
reading, playing, and memorizing measures through the use of a soprano  
recorder. Feel the Beat was developed by Christine Short, a co-recipient  
of the “Louis Braille Touch of Genius Prize” in 2011. 

Music Braille Flash Cards 
Students who are blind or low vision can quickly and easily review the  
Music Braille code with these handy flash cards! Each of the Music Braille  
Flash Cards features a music term in large print and UEB braille on one  
side, and the music braille symbol for the word on the opposite side. 

https://www.aph.org/building-your-music-toolkit/
https://www.aph.org/building-your-music-toolkit/
https://www.aph.org/product/feel-the-beat-2/
https://www.aph.org/product/music-braille-flash-cards/
https://www.aph.org/product/music-braille-flash-cards/
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APH Press 
APH Press carries on the legacy of AFB Press as the leading publisher  
in the field of blindness and visual impairment. APH Press publishes  
educational content, including textbooks for teacher preparatory  
programs, in the field of blindness and visual impairment to support  
teachers, families, and other professionals. Recent releases include: 

Guidelines and Games for Teaching Efficient Braille Reading 
(Print and EPUB Editions) 
This book is based on research in the areas of rapid reading and  
precision teaching, the second edition of Guidelines and Games serves  
as an invaluable resource to both supplement and enrich early  
braille instruction for parents and teachers of those who are blind  
or visually impaired. The activities and games presented in the book  
enhance the traditional teaching of braille reading skills from the  
preschool level through Grade 3. The book was updated to reflect  
advances in technology that have made braille more accessible in a  
digital format, such as refreshable braille devices, digital notetakers,  
and translation software. The writers have also incorporated new  
research on teaching braille literacy, as well as current best practices  
for teachers of students with visual impairments. 

Babies with CVI: Nurturing Visual Abilities and Development 
in Early Childhood (Print and EPUB Editions) 
This is a guide through history and best practices related to the  
treatment of CVI in children from birth to 36 months. Babies with 
CVI

 
 presents specific approaches, strategies, and activity suggestions  

that families and visual impairment professionals can use to meet the  
unique learning needs of a child with CVI. It stresses the importance  
of early intervention, proper evaluation, and integrating teaching  
opportunities into the child’s daily routine. 

https://www.aph.org/aph-press/
https://www.aph.org/product/guidelines-and-games-for-teaching-efficient-braille-reading-2/
https://www.aph.org/product/babies-with-cvi-nurturing-visual-abilities-and-development-in-early-childhood-3/
https://www.aph.org/product/babies-with-cvi-nurturing-visual-abilities-and-development-in-early-childhood-3/
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APH Press 
Access Technology for Blind and Low Vision Accessibility (Print 
and EPUB Editions) 
This book emphasizes opportunities for independence, leadership,  
and timely access to information for people who are blind or visually  
impaired. Access Technology for Blind and Low Vision Accessibility is  
a follow-up to the 2008 edition that gives an overview of currently  
available technologies and tools and presents a new process for  
technology evaluation that ensures every student is supported to  
build the toolbox they need to break down barriers to access. Rather  
than using pre-determined checklists to evaluate technology skills,  
authors Yue-Ting Siu and Ike Presley present an inquiry-based approach  
for identifying needs related to individual instruction, advocacy for  
accessible formats, and how to achieve equity in information-rich  
environments.  

Foundations of Vision Rehabilitation Therapy (Print and EPUB 
Editions) 
This second edition of Foundations of Vision Rehabilitation Teaching  
with Persons Who Are Blind or Visually Impaired, contains updated  
information and techniques vision rehabilitation therapists can use to  
assist transition-age students and adults who are blind and visually  
impaired, and who have multiple disabilities. Topics within the text  
include psychosocial issues, assessment and planning, learning and  
teaching, low vision, braille, handwriting, access technology, food  
preparation, personal care, home management, and leisure activities.  
Busy professionals will also learn strategies for caseload management. 

https://www.aph.org/product/access-technology-for-blind-and-low-vision-accessibility/
https://www.aph.org/product/foundations-of-vision-rehabilitation-therapy/
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APH Press 
Cortical Visual Impairment: Advanced Principles (Print and 
EPUB Editions) 
This highly anticipated companion book to Cortical Visual Impairment:  
An Approach to Assessment and Intervention, makes new strides in  
building knowledge about CVI. Cortical Visual Impairment: Advanced  
Principles, a collaboration among experts in several disciplines,  
dives deeper into topics that are extensions of the original concepts  
and offers an examination of the needs of students and individuals  
with CVI in areas such as literacy, social skills, and O&M, while also  
addressing the demands of students with CVI and other disabilities,  
such as complex communication needs and hearing loss. The authors  
consider students with CVI in the context of their entire day to see  
how the tasks they perform, the interactions they have, and the  
environments they encounter can be evaluated and adapted to help  
them build their visual skills and experience success. 

Partners in O&M: Supporting Orientation and Mobility for 
Students Who Are Visually Impaired (Print and EPUB Editions) 
This comprehensive text serves as an introduction to the field of O&M,  
with a focus on professionals who work in collaboration with O&M  
specialists to support O&M instruction for students who are blind  
or visually impaired. Partners in O&M reflects innovative thinking  
in teaching O&M to children, provides a solid O&M foundation for  
future O&M specialists, and addresses concepts and strategies other  
professionals need to know to reinforce O&M skills. In addition  
to prospective O&M specialists and teachers of students with  
visual impairments, this resource can be utilized by general and  
special education teachers, physical and occupational therapists,  
paraeducators, and interveners, among others. 

For related texts and the entire suite of APH Press books please visit  
our  APH Press Catalog. 

https://www.aph.org/product/cortical-visual-impairment-an-approach-to-assessment-and-intervention-2nd-edition/
https://www.aph.org/product/cortical-visual-impairment-an-approach-to-assessment-and-intervention-2nd-edition/
https://www.aph.org/product/cortical-visual-impairment-advanced-principles/
https://www.aph.org/product/cortical-visual-impairment-advanced-principles/
https://www.aph.org/product/partners-in-om-supporting-orientation-and-mobility-for-students-who-are-visually-impaired/
https://aph.nyc3.digitaloceanspaces.com/app/uploads/2021/03/14100129/APH-Press-Catalog.pdf
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Other Showcase Products 
CVI Companion Guide – New 
Designed to assist professionals and parents, the CVI Companion Guide  
provides information on recent research surrounding the impact of  
brain injury on vision and its implications on social and emotional needs  
of children with CVI. This text also delves into documenting a child’s  
current level of functioning with their CVI diagnosis and organizing a  
plan to work on skills needed to function in everyday activities. 

DC Supplement Adapter – New 
The DC Supplement Adapter is a battery-powered, dual-polarity output  
unit that allows users to operate battery-powered devices with APH’s  
Select Switch (battery-powered control unit) and with APH’s standard  
switches. Designed specifically for APH’s Vibrating Pad and Fan to be  
used with the Select Switch, the in-line switch in the cord allows the  
user to toggle between two output voltage polarities to accommodate  
many other switch-adapted toys and devices.  

https://www.aph.org/product/cvi-companion-guide-parent/
https://www.aph.org/product/dc-supplement-adapter/
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Other Showcase Products 
Joy Player Cartridge Holder – New 
Available for free on the APH Tactile Graphics Image Library (TGIL), 
the Joy Player Cartridge Holder comes in two versions that can be 3-D  
printed. The slide closure and screw closure versions both allow for  
users to insert a cartridge into the Joy Player using a fist of fingers and  
a vertical ledge to grasp and pull with the whole hand. 

https://imagelibrary.aph.org/portals/aphb/


American Printing House for the Blind, Inc. 
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